But the September Song is being played. The lilting refrain arrives much too quickly, drowning out our memories of summer. When we were very young it was indeed ''a long, long while from May to December.'' 1 Now that period is ethereal and disappears as a vapor. It was only yesterday I planted zucchini seeds and today they are giant squash; an instant ago my new grandson was a newborn bundle and now he is a little person with a personality. Now we are in the season for which nature has been waiting. All the surprises that had been stored up are now released. Sugar maples strut their stuff with colors of yellow, red, and orange. Cornfields, which were verdant and monotonous, now show splendid browns, sepias, and ochres. The trout, when caught, are feisty and fat, evidence of a good long summer. All of these things portend a change. The fall equinox will move to the winter solstice and with it the change of seasons. Writers, philosophers, and clergy through the ages have discussed time and its fleetingness. The seasons are a reminder of the rapid passage of time.
September tells us it is now a time for redirecting energies. Our energies should be restored from the summer and make us ready to move into a period of increased productivity.
In Ecclesiastes 2 we are alerted to the fact that ''To every thing is a season, and a time to every purpose.'' In this season I think it is important to balance the heightened activity toward work with the need to continue to insert into daily activities volumes of play and leisure time. The September Song should not be one of drudgery and work.
If we listen to the voices of those folks from the puritan era, this period should be one of intense and frenetic activity. Their message was not to waste time Two giant zucchinis, Perry [Jessica (managing editor) and Reid's baby], and a musk ox. or fritter it away -being ''nonproductive'' might make you a person of great sloth and poor moral character. Even Ben Franklin had thoughts about how one should use time when he said, ''Dost thou love life? Do not squander time, for it's the stuff life is made of.'' I think that there is some interpretation one can apply to the word ''squander'' that Franklin uses. For me it means that I should apportion time correctly so there is a balance between work and play.
For me this season may sometimes produce anxiety when I realize that projects, ideas, and tasks have not been fulfilled. September is the ninth month and there are only three left! I tend to feel that the period from September (Labor Day) to Thanksgiving demands more productivity so I must compress everything I laid aside in the summer into that time. This is, of course, an impossibility. I have preemptively decided I will not become depressed when November passes and I have not completed all those things which I planned in September. I find it is appropriate to act on my New
Year's resolution that I would continue to try to find time for every element in my life.
''The days grow short when you reach September'' 1 and they continue to shorten. Life has a way of accelerating and the zucchini, which was a seed, is now a grand squash, the fingerling is now a mature trout, and the baby once held has matured toward adulthood at warp speed. ''Nothing is so dear and precious as time'' 3 -spend it well!
